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QUESTION 1

Which statement about the use of Google Guice in IBM Cúram SPM is true? 

A. It is an adaptor for entity classes. 

B. It provides a factory mechanism. 

C. It dispatches events to listeners. 

D. It removes the need for façade classes. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The code table file called MyCodetable.ctx is defined in the following components: core, custom, and mycomponent. 



The SERVER_COMPONENT_ORDER variable is set as SERVER_COMPONENT_ORDER=custom,mycomponent. 

Which will be the set of code\value pairs for MyCodetable? 

A. CV1 - Mycomponent Value 1 CV2 - Core Value 2 



B. CV1 - Custom value 1 CV2 - Core value 2 

C. CV1 - Mycomponent Value 1 

D. CV1 - Custom value 1 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which build command must they execute? 

A. build database 

B. build webservices 

C. build websphereEAR or build weblogicEAR 

D. build wasonnector2 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You want to execute a custom SQL script called MyChanges.sql. 

Which statement describes how to execute MyChanges.sql when the database is built? 

A. Add MyChanges.sql to your custom data\test folder, from where it loads automatically. 

B. Add MyChanges.sql to your custom data\test folder and reference it from a DMX file. 

C. Add MyChanges.sql to your custom folder and reference it from datamanager_config.xml. 

D. Add MyChanges.sql to your custom folder and reference if from the database ANT script. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SS8S5A_7.0.9/com.ibm.curam.content.doc/
ServerDeveloper/r_SERDEV_Targets1ExtraTargets1.html 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements about dynamic conditional clusters are true? (Choose two.) 

A. A dynamic cluster will always be displayed when the page initially loads. 

B. The implementation of dynamic conditional clusters uses JavaScript. 

C. Dynamic conditional clusters cannot be nested for performance reasons. 



D. If a cluster is hidden when the data is submitted, default data is sent to the server. 

E. If there are mandatory fields in a hidden cluster, default values are sent to the server when the data is submitted. 

Correct Answer: AB 

Reference: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS8S5A_7.0.9/com.ibm.curam.content.doc/
WebClientReference/r_WEBCREF_Reference1UimDynamicConditionalClusters.html 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two statements about customizing a client page are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Copy the UIM or VIM file to a custom folder and make all changes to the copied file. 

B. The custom page can have a different name to the page that you are customizing. 

C. You can make the changes directly to the out-of-the-box UIM or VIM file. 

D. Do not change the name of the page. 

E. The generator will ensure that the UIM file in the component with the lowest priority is the one that will be used. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 7

What is specified in the .app file for application-wide searching? 

A. References to search pages. 

B. The name of the parameter that stores the search input value. 

C. The name of the server interface that is called to perform the search. 

D. A default search input value. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two values are valid for the NAME attribute of a TARGET element? (Choose two.) 

A. TEXT 

B. A named SERVER_INTERFACE 

C. PAGE 

D. CONST 



E. THIS 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS8S5A_7.0.9/com.ibm.curam.content.doc/
WebClientReference/r_WEBCREF_Reference1Link1.html 

 

QUESTION 9

Which two values are valid for he MODE attribute of the MENU element? (Choose two.) 

A. EXPANDABLE 

B. IN_PAGE_NAVIGATION 

C. TRUE 

D. FALSE 

E. WIZARD_PROGRESS_BAR 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 10

You are asked to implement a feature that checks client eligibility. The feature should be executed from a page.
However, the time to perform the eligibility check may take longer than the accessible waiting time for users. 

Which type of process should you use to implement the feature? 

A. Timer. 

B. Deferred. 

C. Event. 

D. Batch. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two statements about page parameters are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Any number of PAGE_PARAMETERs can be declared on a page, regardless of whether they are used. 

B. Each parameter that is passed from one page to another must be declared on the accepting page as
PAGE_PARAMETER. 

C. The order of the PAGE_PARAMETERs declared on a page must match the order that they are sent from the sending
page. 



D. Where a parameter is passed into a PAGE, the corresponding PAGE_PARAMETER must include the calling
PAGE_ID. 

E. You can define page parameters in .mnu, and .nav files using the page-param element. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two tasks do you need to perform to ensure that the script loads the next time the database is built? (Choose
two.) 

A. Copy the IEG script into your custom DMX file. 

B. Copy the IEG script to your custom DMX file to reference the script. 

C. Modify the entry in the custom DMX file to reference the script. 

D. Replace the IEG script in the OOTB folder with the custom script. 

E. Load the IEG script to the APPRESOURCE folder. 

Correct Answer: BE 
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